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1 Introduction to the special issue

This special issue presents six papers organized by the

theme: ‘‘Cognitive Ergonomics for Designing Collabora-

tive Activities’’. Originally, the focus of cognitive ergo-

nomics has been on the performance of single users, on

understanding their cognitive abilities, needs and prefer-

ences while interacting with machines and computers.

Human activities are inherently collaborative, though, and

in the past two decades, the field has gradually broadened

its perspective on the analysis and the design of work

systems, tasks and supporting technology. It is common

ground now that designing for use requires a deep under-

standing of collaborative aspects and of appropriation

processes of artefacts in complex social settings. The

special issue on collaboration in context: cognitive and

organizational artefacts, published by Cognition, Tech-

nology and Work in 2005 (Jones et al. 2005) is an example

of reflecting this development that was supported by close

interaction with other disciplines such as human–computer

interaction (HCI), cognitive psychology, information sci-

ence, sociology and organizational sciences. The mutual

exchange of knowledge and ideas is also visible in the

contributions of this issue.

Design interventions inevitably change work practices

as artefacts shape cognition and collaboration (Woods

1998). New tools, representations or organizational struc-

tures make some of the existing obsolete and require an

adaptation of skills and knowledge. Their appropriation not

only changes forms of collaboration but also—at a deeper

level—relationships between the participants (e.g. power

relations). The effects of design activities, whether they are

intended or not, need to be reflected within the particular

problem setting and at a more general level to improve the

design understanding for the future. The theme of this

special issue is not new, but it requires ongoing attention.

The current issue provides studies that contribute to a more

detailed picture of the diverse forms of human activities

and how they are or could be mediated by technology. It is

mainly a selection of extended versions of papers presented

at the European Conference on Cognitive Ergonomics

2011 which went through an additional reviewing process

to be accepted for this special issue.

2 Design scope

The contributions of this special issue cover a broad array

of collaborative settings ranging from critical information

infrastructures such as communication networks (Norros

et al. 2012) to scientific work (Vyas 2012) to everyday use

of technology Turner and Turner (2012). ‘‘[T]he workplace

has ceased to be the exclusive focus of design’’, comment

Crabtree et al. on the dramatic expansion of the design

scope that can currently be observed in our society. ‘‘The

digital, like a host of technologies before it, is permeating

society at large. The contemporary challenge for design is

to better understand how the computer in all its forms may

be developed to support activities in a broad range of non-

work settings’’ (Crabtree et al. 2009). Every environment

has its specificities. The applicability of prior design

knowledge to a new domain needs to be carefully inves-

tigated as shown in this issue by Grönvall and Kyng (2012)

for the use of rehabilitation technologies in elderly peoples’
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own homes or by (Vyas et al. 2012) for design studios, a

less-explored ‘‘work setting’’. However, the expansion of

technology use to ‘‘non-work settings’’ has an impact on

the way people cooperate at work. In this issue, Détienne

et al. (2012) explore Second Life meetings in educational

and professional settings. This expansion may change the

design understanding in more traditional application

domains for cognitive ergonomics. To give one example, it

is assumed in the study by Grönvall and Kyng (2012) that

the elderly people—as users of the system—cannot be

blamed for a system failure. Performance and productivity

are not design goals with highest priority, but the diverse

nature of homes and the people’s personal taste have to be

respected. Such explicit assumptions may support, in turn,

a reflection of design decisions made in professional

domains.

3 Underlying conceptions of collaboration and artefact

use

In this issue, Norros et al. (2012) discuss different ways to

study the human operators’ work in communication net-

works. While some approaches focus on the individuals’

problem solving and decision-making in specific tasks or

on human error, other approaches try to understand daily

cognitive work demands. Yet other approaches take a more

system-oriented and holistic view on the dependability of

network infrastructures. Building upon work by (van Eeten

et al. 2006) and others (Norros et al. 2012) aim to under-

stand which resources and sense-making skills network

operators have developed to act in their dynamic, complex

and uncertain environments. Research activities, like any

other human activities, are guided by underlying concep-

tions of the objects of interest. All six papers reflect a

perspective on collaborative work and the role of artefacts

in supporting it that goes beyond a ‘‘mere’’ cognitive

approach. As a second example, the work on design studio

practices presented by (Vyas et al. 2012) is based on a deep

acknowledgement of the importance of material artefacts

and the physical workspace for the communication and the

collaboration between co-designers. It is influenced by

ideas coming from distributed cognition, Schön’s view of

design as reflective conversation with the materials of the

design situation (Schön 1983) and others.

Grönvall and Kyng (2012) as well as Turner and Turner

(2012) discuss forms of collaboration that are less explored

in the context of cognitive ergonomics. Grönvall and

Kyng’s approach to design home-based healthcare systems

is rooted in the Scandinavian participative design move-

ment where participants are seen ‘‘as competent actors with

skill sets that could be augmented via various forms of

computer applications (tools)’’ (Bannon 2011). Throughout

the design process, the participants’ situations, interests

and motivation are considered more explicitly to facilitate

negotiation. The authors explore how these assumptions

help to design with and for ill or other less resourceful

users. Susan and Phil Turner’s investigation of everyday

use of digital technology is guided by the concept of

attachment and the related themes of appropriation, com-

modities versus things and singularization of Kleine and

Baker (2004). Their approach allows us to extend the

consideration of artefact use to emotional and social

aspects. A deeper understanding of peoples’ attachment to

(digital) artefacts is important, for example, for tackling the

challenges in sustainable design. Are digital artefacts rather

seen as commodities delivered and easily thrown away or

as things of value facilitating adaptation and participation?

Artefacts shape cognition and collaboration—and resour-

ces for future generations.

4 Building theoretical knowledge

In his article, Vyas points out that practices in the analysed

domain evolve and change over time. Woods considers

investigations and design interventions into ongoing

working practices as an essential prerequisite for advancing

our understanding of the relationship between technology

change and cognition/collaboration. ‘‘Fields of practice are

applications, but also function as natural laboratories’’. The

challenge is to use the particular design intervention as a

tool ‘‘to derive general lessons about cognition and col-

laboration’’ and to build theoretical knowledge (Woods

1998). Four of the six papers present design-oriented

studies in domains where technological artefacts have been

used over a longer period of time. Field observation

methods were applied to analyse and describe emergent

collaborative behaviour and work demands as well as

implications for (re-)design. The contributions in this

special issue also increase our knowledge about design

processes and about relevant design concepts. The fol-

lowing section gives an overview of the articles and

achieved research results.

5 Summary of papers

The first two papers analyse collaborative work in domains

with complex tasks and high-tech support. Both studies

acknowledge the increasing role of (tool-supported) sense-

making processes. In ‘‘Impact of Human Operators on

Communication Network Dependability’’, a case study in a

large telecommunication company is presented. Network

dependability is significantly influenced by human opera-

tors. Norros and colleagues conducted interviews to
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understand the operators’ conception of their work and

their ways of acting to provide high availability of the

network in an environment with daily changes to the net-

work and continuous increase of its complexity. One

result of the analysis is the definition of domain-specific

control requirements and constraints on the basis of three

dimensions (dynamicity, complexity and uncertainty)

that characterize demanding monitoring and control tasks

in unexpected situations. By relating these control

requirements and available psychological resources

(skills, knowledge and collaborative resources), core-task

demands were identified and categorized. The operators’

actual courses of action are framed by these demands. The

authors conclude that a better balance between proactive

and resilient methods is needed in communication net-

work operation work to cope with unexpected events. This

can be achieved by a shift of resources from long-term

planning (anticipation) to real-time management (resil-

ience). The second paper, ‘‘Ethnographic Notes on Visu-

alization Practices in Tissue Engineering Research’’,

explores visualization practices of life scientists in the

domain of tissue engineering. Vyas observed laboratory

experiments, reasoning processes and collaborative prac-

tices. He shows that the scientists create and interact with

different biological objects and tools throughout the

whole culturing process. Their understanding of cell

structures is not a pure rational activity but requires long-

time engagement with the physical material and a con-

tinual transformation of cell structures and models. Life

scientists use craftwork, creativity and their own

embodied knowledge to enhance their scientific reason-

ing. Their collaboration is supported by different forms of

visual objects.

The next two papers present studies in non-professional

settings. Grönvall and Kyng’s contribution in ‘‘On Partic-

ipatory design of home-based healthcare’’ is twofold: first,

they explain the specifics of home environments as design

spaces. Second, they explore influences of their design

approach on design interventions. The theoretical work is

grounded in a participatory design (PD) project to support

daily home-based rehabilitation practice for elderly people.

The authors describe how initial project ideas were chan-

ged by the participants’ growing understanding of homes as

unique and complex environments that cannot be con-

trolled in the same way as hospital settings. Design solu-

tions for assistive technologies have to consider, for

example, decorative values and mobility (people have

summer houses, they travel and so on). Four challenges in

transferring experiences from work-based PD to home-

based PD were identified: (1) designing for, and negotiat-

ing knowledge about the home, (2) how to include ill, weak

users in the PD process, (3) divergent interests of partici-

pants, 4) usable and sustainable post-project solutions.

In their paper, Grönvall and Kyng mention a less visible

form of cooperation that is based on a feeling of respon-

sibility some patients may have developed for future

patients. One motivation for them to take part in the

described project was to support research and to help future

patients. Susan and Phil Turner’s work on material

attachment and related concepts contributes to the research

on long-term user experience and sustainability. In

‘‘Emotional and Aesthetic Attachment to Digital Arte-

facts’’, differences in peoples’ attachment to digital and

non-digital artefacts at the personal level are examined.

The authors use Borgmann’s distinction between things

(meaningful, socially inscribed) and commodities (mass

produced, context-free) to discuss the nature of digital

artefacts. They point out that material attachment develops

over time and encourages people to preserve an object. It

becomes a thing, maybe even worth to be passed on to the

next generation. In order to understand an individual’s

orientation to technology, the repertory grids technique was

applied in two studies. Turner and Turner found out that

people are attached to digital and non-digital artefacts in

indistinguishable ways. There is a clear evidence of

appropriation, de-commodification and sense of ownership

in both cases. These results challenge current findings (e.g.

in the field of Sustainable Interaction Design) indicating a

weaker attachment to digital artefacts. Another interesting

result of the study suggests that individuals are emotionally

and aesthetically attached to artefacts with physical

proximity.

Vyas, van der Veer and Nijholt, in the fifth paper,

‘‘Creative Practices in the Design Studio Culture: Collab-

oration and Communication’’, present an ethnomethod-

ologically informed field study in professional and

academic product design studios. Their focus is on under-

standing material and physical aspects that support crea-

tivity in the designers’ everyday work. The authors draw on

work from CSCW literature about the role of materiality in

supporting cooperative work. The paper discusses the

collected field material along three broad themes: use of

artefacts, use of space and designerly practices. The results

give insights into the explorative practices of design

practitioners, characterized by the creation and use of a

wide variety of material artefacts for diverse purposes. It is

shown how designers use and adapt their physical work-

space to have these artefacts ready-to-hand. The paper

concludes with design implications and a discussion of new

technologies that can be used to support the inherent

embodied and ubiquitous nature of work in design studios.

Finally, in ‘‘Interactive frames constructed in Second

Life meetings: a study in educational and professional

settings’’ Détienne and colleagues aim to understand new

types of communicative behaviour that develop by using

new collaborative technologies. Four Second Life (SL)
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meetings in educational and professional settings were

analysed on the basis of two complementary theoretical

approaches to understand interaction: interpretative and

participation frames and interactive roles. In order to

understand not only the use of SL but also meanings

constructed by participants in certain situations of a

meeting, the authors used observational data to develop a

third view perspective as well as interview data to develop

a first view perspective. This is an original contribution.

The paper discusses boundaries between serious and rec-

reational registers, spatial positioning as indicators and

constructors of roles and engagement, management of

communication fluidity and joint focus and other points.

The results of the study show the specifics of each meeting,

but also similarities between analysed meetings concerning

frames, interactive roles and used communication media.

For example, the speaker tended to restrict their use of

different media in all meetings when the focus was on task

content. However, a wide range of media was used when

the focus was on the process (e.g. voice, chat, gestures).
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